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Gorsedh Kernow & Cornish Bards   By Kevrenor (Chris Dunkerley) CyC  

Ni a aswon perhennow hengovek an tir ma mayth omvetyn ni - ha diskwedhes agan
revrons dh'aga henavogyon, an pobel Wallumedegal  a'n termyn eus passys keffrys

hag a-lemmyn.   

We acknowledge the traditional owners of this land we meet on – the Wallumedegal people, and
pay our respects to their elders, both past and present

Dohajeth da! Good afternoon - you know me as Chris Dunkerley, but I have another

much treasured name – Kevrenor.  That is my name given in Cornish when I  was

inducted as a Bard of the Cornish Gorsedh at the Open Cornish Gorsedh ceremony in

Poldhu in 1988. The name means ‘builder of links’

A reasonable starting question would be ‘what is a Gorsedh - or Gorsedd as it is in

Welsh & English, or  Goursez in Breton?’ ‘How did they start?’ ‘What is their modern

role?’  

A Gorsedh is both a community of Bards (also called a circle or college) and the

named form of their main meetings (being either open ceremony or meetings closed

to the public). There are three such communities, one in each of the Brythonic Celtic

speaking  nations  –  Wales,  Brittany  and  Cornwall,  which  communicate,  share

fellowship  and  cooperate  -  but  are  in  practice  independent  and  have  unique

characters. Before I dwell on that of Cornwall I will give brief mention of the Welsh

and Breton. 

Given that Gorsedd is an old Welsh word, with the meaning of ‘seat’ it may be a

surprise to learn that the Gorsedd was not created in Wales, but rather in London, on

Primrose Hill in the north west of the city in June 1792. The brainchild of a Welsh

academic,  Iolo  Morganwg,  who  came  originally  from  Llancarfan,  Glamorgan,  he

wanted to emphasise the fact that the heritage and culture of the Celts belonged to

the Welsh, and felt that the creation of the Gorsedd was an excellent way to reflect

this. 

The Welsh Gorsedd honours people who have made a substantial contribution to the

Welsh language and to Wales. Its main function is to promote the poetry, literature,



music and the arts in Wales. Only Welsh speakers can be admitted as members of the

Gorsedd. There are three ranks of membership in the Gorsedd. Until 2012 they were,

in ascending order of honour  Ovates, who wear green robes,  Bards, who wear blue

robes, and Druids, who wear white robes. 

Since 2012 all these ranks are treated as equal, with new members all being called

'druids'  and with the colour of their  robes reflecting the area of their  contribution

rather than an ascending order of honour. Their main meeting takes place with the

National Eisteddfod of Wales. The current Archdruid is Myrddin ap Dafydd.

Inspired by the Welsh example during the 19th C., in 1900 Goursez Breizh, a Breton

Gorsedd was established, with Ar Fusteg as Grand Druid and Taldir as Herald Bard.

The Breton Gorsedd's first public ceremony was held at Brignonan, Finistère, in 1903.

It has had a difficult history, particularly during and after WW2. Members of the circle

wear white robes. Per Vari Kerloc’h is the current  Great Druid of Brittany. Cornwall,

Wales, and Brittany exchange representatives at each of their Gorsedd.

In the Duchy of Cornwall  a revival  in interest  in  the Cornish language,  especially

through the work of Henry Jenner, Keeper of Manuscripts at the British Museum, was

strong at the turn of the 20th C.. Several 'Old Cornwall' societies were formed and

language revival grew. At the conference of the Federation of Old Cornwall Societies in

February 1928 it was agreed that the officials of the Welsh Gorsedh be invited to hold

a ceremony in Cornwall, with a view to forming a Cornish Gorsedh. 

At the Treorchy Welsh Eisteddfod, in 1928, ten Cornish were accepted as members of

the Gorsedd of Bards. In September 1928 the first ceremony of the Cornish Gorsedd -

Gorseth Kernow - was held at Boscawen Un, in the Penwith district north of St Buryan.

The plan was – and the practice still is – to move the site around Cornwall – East,

West and Centre.  Henry Jenner was invested as the first Grand Bard of Cornwall. 

The Cornish Gorsedd has only one order, the Order of Bards, wearing blue robes. It

was felt that, in Cornwall, all members of the Gorsedh should be treated equally and

all wear the blue of bards. This is still the case today, with senior bards and holders of

office having a different  style of head-dress and/or  wearing plastrons (ceremonial

breastplates). The current and 22nd Grand Bard is Mab Stenek Veur (Pol Hodge) and

the latest Open Gorsedh was held at Hayle in September, 2021 with 2023 planned for

Padstow on Saturday 2 September.  There have been four female Grand Bards in the

past 2 decades.

Gorsedh Kernow exists simply but fundamentally to maintain the national Celtic spirit

of Cornwall, and is a non sectarian, non partisan political organisation. The Bards of

Gorsedh Kernow, well over 1,000 of whom in 74 years around the world have each

sworn an oath to Cornwall as a Celtic nation, to help maintain the national Celtic spirit

of  Cornwall  by studying their  own Cornish history and the Cornish language and

literature, art, music, dance and sport. 

Gorsedh Objects have been: To maintain and give expression to the National Spirit of

Cornwall as a Celtic country, and in particular to foster relations between Cornwall and

other Celtic countries. To promote co-operation and goodwill. To encourage the study

and use of  the Cornish language. To encourage the study of  Cornish History, Art,

Literature  and  Music  and  related  subjects,  and  the  publication  of  works  on  such



subjects.  To  support  the  holding  of  a  Cornish  Eisteddfod  and  to  hold  an  annual

Gorsedh ceremony. 

I have often over the years been asked to talk on Cornish bards.  So, today I will

explain what a Bard is, and a bit of Australian perspective.

What is a Bard and how do you become one? A Bard then is a person who meets the

criteria set by the Gorsedd and is invited by its Council, on the recommendation of

other Bards, to accept the honour. 

Not all are Cornish, and not all are born or resident in Cornwall. There are bards in

Australia, NZ, other areas of Europe,  and North America, invited to become bards

because of their work promoting Cornwall, including to the emigrant families and their

descendants in those countries, and many of these make the long trip to Cornwall to

be initiated into the Gorsedh and attend the Gorsedh ceremonies.

A person who is considered worthy of bardship must be proposed by an existing bard,

who is required to submit a citation to the Gorsedh Council in support of his or her

candidate. A citation should detail the contribution or activities of the person across

any relevant fields, including Cornish language proficiency, other cultural, community

or civic work. Campaigning or self promotion does not sit well. 

Citations must be presented without the knowledge of the person being nominated

and kept within those who need to know. Each nominee is in turn considered by the

Gorsedh Council and, if found satisfactory, she or he is duly invited to become a bard.

Obviously not all who are nominated are invited, nor every person able to accept the

oath. 

The new Bards choose a Bardic name in Cornish, which is perhaps relevant to their

place of birth, their particular vocation or the work which has led them to be invited

into the Gorsedh. The names of these new bards are not made public until shortly

before  their  official  acceptance  into  the  Gorsedh,  now  always  held  on  the  first

Saturday in September.

The Gorsedh also provides other recognition.  The Gorsedh Kernow Awards seek to

foster  and promote  the  national  Celtic  spirit  of  Cornwall,  through awarding  Awen

Medals for outstanding creative and community work that expresses Cornish identity

and culture. They are divided into two categories: “Adults” and “Young People”. The

Holyer and Gof Awards scheme was established and is organised by Bards of Gorsedh

Kernow to promote books and other publications and media about Cornwall,  set in

Cornwall or the diaspora, or in Cornish (Kernewek). 

Australians or those living in Australia have been part of Gorsedh Kernow since 1935

(7 years after its start) when prominent UK born South Australian, Sir John Langdon

Bonython (KernowTramor, or Cornishman overseas) was Barded. Two more followed

but  WW2  intervened  before  1951  when  Sydney  singers  Thea  Rowe  and  Breffni

Hosking), and SA cartoonist Oswald Pryor were invited. Nine more were added before

1974 when Bute, SA resident Roslyn Paterson was invited for her work establishing

the Kernewek Lowender festival on the North Peninsula in SA. Its refreshed links with

the current scene in Cornwall brought bardic visitors to Australia, and particularly SA

including  past  Grand  Bard  Denis  Trevanion  who  held  a  Gorsedh  Proclamation



ceremony in Queens Sq, Moonta in 1983, and then Grand Bard Hugh Miners who held

a proclamation at Wallaroo Mines in 1985.  

This renewed vigour and warm connections here saw 8 active Bards in Australia by

1987.  With work among Bards here and local  Cornish Association members past

Grand Bard George Pawley White and new local Bard Ron Daw the Gorsedh Council

had approved a new form of ceremony for an Assembly of the Bards of Cornwall in

Australia, based on the Open Gorsedd. Its first ceremony was held on St Piran’s Day,

5th March, 1988 at Sovereign Hill, Ballarat, Victoria with Denis Trevanion leading and 9

other Bards. 

There have now been 35 Assemblies held (17 in SA, 16 in Vic., 1 in ACT and 1 in

NSW) and the 2 Proclamations.  This is the most anywhere in the world other than

Cornwall, though there have been a number of such gatherings held in North America.

What does an Assembly ceremony do?

There are a number of variations on these ceremonies, however an example is the

proclamation gathering in Canberra ACT in October, 1995. Conducted totally in the

Cornish language the ceremony itself began with the sounding of a horn (Corn Glwas)

to the four points of the compass, a symbolic call to all Cornish around the world. The

ceremony of peace is performed by the leader, who thrice cries, "Eus cres (Is there

peace)?"  On the Bards thrice replying "Cres (Peace)" the proclamation Gorsedh is

declared  open.  The  Ceremony  of  the  Offering  (flowers  symbolic  of  God's  gifts  to

mankind, usually performed by a young lady (Lady of the Flowers) who acts on the

behalf of the young people and children ‘of’ Cornwall in Australia! 

After further ceremonials the three fold Cry of Peace is repeated, and the Assembly

closed. In the full Australian Assembly ceremony the Lady of the Flowers is joined by a

party of girls (mostly) who perform a dance and flowers of the earth are presented.

Celtic Harp music usually accompanies the ceremony! Deceased Bards are named and

honoured,  new  Bards  are  introduced  to  the  Assembly,  and  visiting  Bards  are

welcomed. All words and singing are in the Cornish language. Permission to hold these

Assemblies must be obtained from the Grand Bard & Council.

Currently there are 38 living Bards connected with Australia, and 49 are deceased. I

am honoured to be among the 3 most long serving Bards in Australia, having been

invited 35 years ago - but I stress we have no hierarchy or formal structure here, are

governed by the Council  in Cornwall,  and are equal to all other Bards around the

world.

Any questions?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Photo:  Bards of the Cornish Gorsedh in Australia, gathered in Wallaroo, SA in May
2019 – source photographer Arthur Coates.
Sources:     My own recollections and papers, plus sources - Gorsedh Kernow website,
book ‘50 years of the Gorsedh’ by Hugh Miners, Welsh Gorsedd facebook and website,
and Breton Gorsedd web site.
https://gorsedhkernow.org.uk
https://eisteddfod.wales/gorsedd-bards
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~kevrenor/gorseth.html


